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ABSTRACT

In the Representational State Transfer (REST) paradigm,
which is commonly adopted in the IoT field, all the operations are performed on resources addressed by a URI. In
order to simplify the deployment of REST-ful architectures,
the Actinium runtime container, which allows remote clients
to load, unload and run REST-ful applications written in Javascript (JS), was recently proposed. However, Actinium is
based on the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) over
the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and inherits the limitations of both of them. For example, on hybrid networks
made up of multiple subnets based on different transport
protocols, CoAP requires proprietary solutions, such as httpto-coap gateways or border-routers to deliver packets across
the different subnetworks. Moreover, CoAP lacks of support
for secure group communications. This paper proposes JxActinium, a novel implementation of CoAP devised to work
over the JXTA P2P protocol proposed by Sun Microsystem.
JxActinium not only supports hybrid networks, but also allows to create nested networks in which some JS services
are reserved only to the peers belonging to a given secure
peergroup.

CCS Concepts
•Networks → Peer-to-peer protocols; •Computer systems organization → Cloud computing;
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1.

INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a paradigm referring to a scenario
where all computers, palmtops, domestic appliances, sensors
and actuators are interconnected through several physical
technologies, as Ethernet, Powerline or wireless links (where

the standard Wi-Fi/IEEE 802.11 is commonly used for computers and ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 for sensors).
As the IoT paradigm can include the support for a great
number of devices providing quite various functionalities, it
would be advisable to find a standard approach for their interconnection and communication at the application level.
One of the first solutions proposed is the adoption of Web
services based on SOAP and XML, a paradigm that is widely
exploited in industrial applications [3][18][19]. As an alternative, the use of the Representational State Transfer
(REST) [10] paradigm, where the functionalities and the
informations provided by devices and sensors are seen as
resources that are addressed through an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), was recently proposed. All the operations
on these loosely-coupled architectures are performed through
four HTTP methods (GET, POST, PUT and DELETE) referred to a definite resource, thus allowing the sensor interrogation through a client library or a browser. However,
HTTP can be too heavy for the resource-limited devices
commonly used in wireless sensor networks (WSN). As a
result, a new solution, named CoAP (Constrained Application Protocol )[5][28], that offers compactness and low computational requirements, was recently proposed by the IETF
CoRE Working Group. CoAP was designed to work over
UDP, which is an unreliable transport protocol. As a result,
for the transmission of large payloads CoAP implements
its own retransmission mechanism at the application level,
which foresees that messages can be set as Confirmable and
retransmitted until the reception of the recipient’s acknowledgement. Although it was initially designed for the embedded devices typically found in narrowband WSNs (IEEE
802.15.4), CoAP provides some features, such as compactness, low memory requirements and the support for resource
observation, that can be useful also in the world of personal
computers. As a consequence, several implementations were
developed, also for the Java environment, such as jCOAP
[15] and Californium [17].
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Furthermore, a runtime-container, named Actinium[16], was
recently proposed, that manages operations as loading or
unloading of Javascript (JS) applications provided by remote
nodes through a REST-ful API. The applications deployed
by Actinium communicate with the clients using a binding
module for JavaScript of the Californium library.
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A limitation of CoAP is that it was designed for homogeneous networks in which every peer can directly send UDP
packets to the other ones. A typical scenario consists of
a wireless sensor network where the nodes communicate
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Figure 1: The features of JxActinium/JxCoAP and
of the standard versions for UDP in comparison.

• jxCoAP can support hybrid networks, thus making transparent for the application layer the presence of a gateway or even of a chain of gateways at the transport or
network levels. JXTA supports the Endpoint Routing Protocol (ERP) in order to provide connections
between peers belonging to subnetworks based on different communication technologies. Operations such
as address conversion or hop-by-hop delivery are performed automatically by the JXTA level. Through
ERP, each JXTA peer can automatically promote itself to the role of gateway when it is needed. No effort for gateway/proxy deployment and configuration
is required to the developers of the applications. As a
consequence, the computers belonging to an Ethernetbased subnet and the embedded devices belonging to a
ZigBee-based WSN can communicate through jxCoAP
requests without the need for an http-to-coap gateway
working at the application level.
• Improved group security. The proposed architecture
allows to define groups of privileged members sharing
some services. The groups can be nested, thus creating
a hierarchical deployment of peers. Moreover, within a
group both unicast and multicast communications can
be secured by encryption.

Figure 2: A comparison between HTTP/REST,
CoAP and jxCoAP protocol stacks.
among themselves through 6LoWPAN [20]. In this case,
a gateway between the WSN and the external Internet is
mandatory. CoAP designers advice to exploit a http-to-coap
gateway for this purpose, but this adds complexity to the
network and may create issues (for example, with secure
requests, see [7], Sec. 10.2).
Finally, if the network is made up of different subnets, connected through several link-layer protocols and bounded by
firewalls, gateways or NAT that block the packet delivery,
the solutions based on CoAP cannot work. Moreover, CoAP
exploits a security scheme that is implemented at the transport level through DTLS (Datagram Transport Layer Security)[11], but this protocol secures only end-to-end connections, with no support for multicast communications[27].
The main contribution of this paper consists of a new implementation of the Actinium runtime container, named jxActinium, aimed to create a REST-ful heterogeneous service
network where all the nodes can provide JS services that
can be loaded, unloaded, executed and interrogated by the
remote clients in a secure environment. In order to achieve
this result, JxActinium exploits a new implementation of
CoAP, named jxCoAP, that exploits a modified version of
JXTA, a P2P protocol originally released by Sun Microsystem, as a replacement of UDP. The integration of CoAP and
JXTA below the jxActinium software layer ensures several
advantages (see Fig. 1):
• jxActinium is agnostic about the underlying transport
protocol. JXTA can use several transport protocols
(such as TCP-IPv4, TCP-IPv6, HTTP tunnelling) and
is able to hide the transport protocol really used to
the CoAP level. jxActinium can be easily extended to
work over Bluetooth RFCOMM or ZigBee even without IP emulation, by adding the support for these protocols to JXTA (see Fig. 2).

• Support for multicast requests within the hybrid network. Multicast requests are supported by CoAP [26],
but they leverage on multicast UDP packets that can
be blocked by a gateway that is outside the local network. Conversely, JXTA exploits a propagation model
that can deliver a message to all the peers of the group
even when no support for multicast packets is available
at the transport level.
• Support for HTTP tunneling and NAT traversal. By
leveraging on JXTA, jxCoAP supports HTTP tunnelling [9] and TURN (Traversal Under Relay NAT )[25]
technologies, thus allowing communications through
firewalls and NATs.
• Distributed service discovery. Each JxActinium client
is able to discover the services provided by the other
peers in the group by leveraging on the JXTA Discovery Protocol, thus achieving a fully scalable, distributed and fault-tolerant system for resource lookup.
Conversely, the standard specifications of CoAP for
UDP provide for a Resource Discovery server (RD)
[32], which may be a point of failure and a bottleneck
when a high number of clients joins the network at the
same time.
This paper assumes that the links used in the heterogeneous
network are based on wired or at least broadband wireless
technologies as Wi-Fi. A typical scenario is, for instance, a
smart home in which some computers communicate through
an Ethernet router. Some of them are connected to domestic
appliances via IP over HomePlug Powerline, while others are
connected to some sensors via Wi-Fi. This group of devices
could be, in turn, part of a larger secure peergroup encompassing all the smart homes in the building. The paper is
organized as follows. Section II describes the JXTA features, while Section III deals with related work. Section IV
presents the JxCoAP and JxActinium features, while Section V discusses the experimental results. Finally, Section
VI concludes the paper and gives hints for future work.

2.

JXTA OVERVIEW

Project JXTA [29] is a peer-to-peer (P2P) protocol developed by Sun Microsystem since 2001 which can be used in
order to create a heterogeneous network that is seen by the
application level as a uniform network. The current version of JXTA (2.7) is made up of six protocols (only the
first two of them are mandatory) [1]: Endpoint router protocol (ERP), Peer resolver protocol (PRP), Peer information
protocol (PIP), Rendezvous protocol (RP), Pipe binding protocol (PBP) and Peer discovery protocol (PDP).
JXTA supports NAT traversal and HTTP tunnelling, thus
allowing the communication even through firewalls. Each
node (named peer ) is addressed by its name or by a 128-bit
PeerID regardless of the technology used by the link-layer.
JXTA supports a routing protocol that delivers messages
through peers belonging to different subnets. The peers that
are on the border between two subnets promote automatically themselves to the role of gateways. Moreover, JXTA
allows to create peergroups, i.e., groups of privileged peers
that can access a subset of the network resources. A further advantage is that the peergroups can be nested, thus
allowing the creation of a hierarchical system of resource access. Each resource of the distributed network is provided
through XML documents named advertisements (adv). The
communications inside a peergroup can be secured in order
to avoid the access by unauthorized peers. JXTA supports
unicast connections through TLS and can be modified in
order to support security in multicast propagation.
JXTA was devised so as to work regardless of the underlying
transport protocol. It currently supports Message Transport Bindings (MTB) (also known as Messengers) for TCPIPV4, TCP-IPV6, UDP (for multicast operations) and HTTP
traversal. If in the future developers need to add the support for a new transport protocol (e.g., for ZigBee), they
shall only write a new MTB able to manage such a protocol. JXTA makes easier the development of applications as
they will continue to work without changes also when the
support for new transport protocols is added.
JXTA provides 4 working modes for the peers: adhoc, edge,
rendezvous (rdv), and relay. The edge mode is devised for
reduced-resource devices, but requires an active connection
to a rdv peer before starting. The rendezvous peers mantains
in memory a register that stores all the informations available for the whole group [30]. The adhoc mode is suitable
for tiny, resource constrained devices.
JXTA communications are based on the exchange of Messages. Each message is made up of some namespaces, which
contain some MessageElements. Each MessageElement is
characterized by a name, a MIME type and a content. Messages are transmitted between peers by the Resolver protocol
(PRP), however this mechanism is unreliable and connectionless. Asynchronous and synchronous reliable communications are supported by JXTA pipes and sockets, but they
are quite inefficient in terms of bandwidth utilisation [4].
The JXTA specifications 2.0 [1] provide for the concept of
JXTA service, but they do not define a standard for service
interaction. The document only states that a JXTA service
is associated to a module specification adv (MSA) and to
a module implementation adv (MIA), containing the name,
the description, and the ID of an optional pipe that can
be used to contact the service. As a consequence, the approach proposed in this work can be advantageous also for
JXTA developers, as it uses the CoAP RESTful paradigm

as an interaction model for accessing the functionalities of a
JXTA service, thus making very easier the development of
the source code providing the related functionalites.

3.

RELATED WORKS

In [14] the use of XMPP (Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol ) was proposed in order to merge the world of
personal computers and the world of sensors without the
need for a gateway, by leveraging on the XMPP feature
to support several transfer protocols via extension modules.
Unfortunately, XMPP is unefficient for binary transfers (the
contents are Base64-encoded) and therefore is unsuitable for
narrowband networks. Conversely, JXTA supports ByteArray MessageElements for full-efficient binary transfer.
There are very few works testing CoAP over a protocol different than UDP or DTLS. In [22][21] the authors propose
a bridging protocol aimed to support both uPNP (Universal Plug and Play) and ZigBee devices at the gateway level.
The paper deals with a version of CoAP that was deployed
over the ZigBee MAC layer and extended with new method
codes in order to support uPNP. This solution still requires
a http-to-coap gateway in order to allow communications towards the outside Internet. In [8] an architecture based on
CoAP and on the Kademlia P2P network was proposed but
it was only used to create a distributed registry for service
discovery. In fact, CoAP still worked over UDP/IP, with all
the limitations about gateways previously described.
In order to overcome the lack of support for secure multicast communications from DTLS, several solutions were
proposed. For instance, implementing CoAP over multicastIPSec [12] or sending to all the group members via DTLS
some information aimed to generate a Traffic Encryption
Key (TEK) to be used to decrypt the multicast packets [13].
Unfotunately, these methods can work only over IP and do
not support the concept of group hierarchy. As a result, it
is not possible to create nested groups so as to restrict the
access to a child group only to the peers that are already
members of the related parent group.

4.

JXCOAP/JXACTINIUM

In this work in order to implement CoAP over JXTA the
Californium library for Java [17] was modified. Californium
exploits some modules, named Connectors, to interface with
the supported transport protocols and currently includes a
legacy module for UDP and a module named Scandium for
DTLS. The first step of the work was therefore to create a
JXTA Connector to send CoAP messages through the JXTA
Peer Resolver Protocol (PRP).
The choice to develop JxCoAP over PRP was motivated by
the lower bandwidth occupation compared to JXTA pipes
and sockets. The potential unreliability of the PRP protocol
is not an issue, because it can be overcome by the retransmission mechanism integrated in CoAP. Moreover, the unreliability of the PRP protocol means that message delivery is
not guaranteed if the underlying protocols of the transport
chain used by JXTA are not reliable. As a consequence, if
jxCoAP works over TCP Messengers only, the channel is
actually reliable and the CoAP retransmission mechanism
is not needed and will not be used.
When the jxActinium server starts, it creates and binds a
local instance of a jxCoAP server and waits for requests

in the received JXTA message. The CoAP response
is encoded in binary form, encapsulated in a ByteArray MessageElement of a new JXTA message, together
with the name of the bound jxllservice and the SessionID of the target virtual client. The JXTA message
is finally sent to the remote node.

by other peers of the same group. The new jxCoAP server
instance, in turn, initializes a new JXTA low level service
(jxllservice), thus publishing its MSA advertisement in the
peergroup (the following examples will assume that the JXTA
name of the jxllservice is jxSvcName).
A new listener is registered in the Resolver Protocol, aimed
to manage all JXTA low-level messages (jxllmessages) received by the peer. Next, the jxCoAP server is bound to
the jxllservice. In the proposed architecture, a single node
can run more jxActinium/jxCoAP server instances at the
same time, by binding different jxllservices in different peergroups. In this way, a single physical server can support
different subsets of peers, each one featuring different access
rights to the resources.
The original Californium source code uses the InetSocketAddress Java objects as it supports only UDP, therefore it
was replaced by the new AbstractSocketAddress object containing a Type field (0 for UDP, 1 for JXTA), the name of
the JXTA Service, the 128-bit PeerID of the target peer,
and a 32-bit SessionID. This choice allows to support nodes
using UDP or JXTA at the same time.
In the peripheral nodes, a new module named jxCoAP client
provides access to the jxActinium/jxCoAP server. The operation consists of the following steps:
1. Discovery of the MSA advertisement associated
to the low-level JXTA service. This can be done
by every peer that has joined the peergroup through
the Discovery Protocol. If the JXTA messages related to a peergroup are encrypted, only the nodes
that legally joined the group will be able to access the
functionalities provided by the jxCoAP server [31].
2. Client initialization and binding. As the communication between the jxCoAP server and the client
is stateless, there is no real connect() operation between them. However, an initialization of the client
is required anyway. During this step, a 32-bit SessionID is assigned to the current instance of the jxCoAP client object. Later the SessionID will be sent
together with all messages transmitted to the server.
Each remote node can run at the same time several jxCoAP clients bound to different jxllservices belonging
to several peergroups. Moreover, it can even run more
jxCoAP client instances bound to the same jxllservice
(in such a case, the instances are named virtual clients
and feature different SessionID values). The name of
the bound jxllservice on the remote peer is registered
in the local client instance.
3. Request sending. Each CoAP request is converted
in binary format by Californium and encapsulated into
the JXTA message. This consists of three ByteArray
MessageElements containing the ID of the sender peer,
the SessionID, and the CoAP request, all encoded in
a binary format.
4. Response receiving. The jxCoAP server receives
the request and notifies the bound jxActinium local
server instance. The runtime container runs the target JS application on the basis of the associated jxURI,
thus generating a CoAP response to be notified to the
requester. The server is able to determine the node or
virtual client to which the response must be sent using
the tuple (PeerID, JXTA Service, SessionID) contained

The Connector for JXTA supports also Group Communications [26]. When a response must be sent via multicast,
the propagate() method of the JXTA ERP Protocol is used,
therefore the message is sent to all rdv peers of the group
(listed in the rdv peerview [30]). For each of these, the message is resent to all the connected edge peers, so that no
support for UDP multicast packets is needed.

4.1

The URI for jxActinium and jxCoAP

In the standard version of Actinium, all resources are addressed by an URI (Uniform Resource Identifier ). This
consists of 4 subelements: the URI-scheme (for example
coap:// or coaps:// ), the pair URI-host:URI-port (containing the address and port of the target server), the URI-Path
(containing an identifier for the target resource) and the
URI-Query (containing the query together with some extraparameters in the form name=value).
This scheme must be modified in order to support JXTA, as
the pair URI-host:URI-port must be replaced by an element
providing at least two information, i.e., the PeerName of
the JXTA server to which the request must be sent (or its
PeerID) and the name of the target jxllservice. Furthermore,
the new kind of URI (named jxURI ) must support nested
peergroups, thus allowing to reach a node belonging to a n-th
level group after (n-1) successful authentications (which require a group name and a password for each nested group).
In the proposed architecture it is possible to use long jxURIs as the default solution to provide such informations.
An example of long jxURI is the following:
jxcoap : // < jxhost > /fibonacci?n = 20

where < jxhost > is:
PG = group1&PWD = passw1/PG = group2&PWD = passw2/
SVC = jxSvcName

or
PG = group1&PWD = passw1/PG = group2&PWD = passw2/
PEER = PeerName&SVC = jxSvcName

This URI means that jxCoAP client will try to join the
peergroup named group1 using the password passw1. If the
operation is successful, the client will look for the adv of the
peergroup group2 within the parent group1 and will try to
join such a group using the password passw2. Finally, the
client will try to bind the jxllservice jxSvcName in group2
and next it will GET the resource fibonacci passing the parameter n = 20. Using this kind of URI, it is possible to
access resources belonging to several JXTA nested groups.
The example assumes that all the groups use the StringAuthentication method in JXTA Membership Service [31]. In
the first example, the client will use the JXTA PDP protocol
to look for the MSA of the service jxSvcName (and thus the
name and the ID of the peer server), whereas in the second
one the URI is referred to a service instance provided by the
specific peer named PeerName.
As long jxURI can be too verbose in some cases, jxCoAP

supports also an alternative form, called short jxURI:
jxcoap : //fibonacci?n = 20

In this case, as the < jxhost > part is missing, the request
will be considered as directed to the jxActinium/jxCoAP
server instance that was bound to the jxCoAP client during
initialization (see step 2 in Section 4). Using this URI the
client tries to GET the resource fibonacci provided by the
bound target server, thus passing the parameter n=20.

4.2

jxActinium

The Actinium RESTful API[16] is based on three resource
trees : install (to modify or see the list of installed apps),
apps/appsconfigs (to modify the configuration of installed
apps) and apps/running (to send message to or receive messages from the running instances of an installed app).
Our implementation of jxActinium required minimal changes in the source code, that consist in replacing the CoAP
version for UDP with the one for JXTA. The main difference is that the standard URIs now can be replaced by jxCoAP URIs. Moreover, as the interaction model provided
by Actinium states that the apps can communicate only
through REST requests, it is possible to make interoperable the nodes connected through UDP/DTLS and JXTA
in a very simple way. The server can distinguish between
the two types of requests by the URI scheme (jxcoap://, for
JXTA, coap:// for UDP or coaps:// for DTLS). For example, when a peer of the group wishes to install on the server
an app named HelloWorld, it sends a POST request to the
jxActinium runtime container using the long jxURI :
jxcoap : // < jxhost > /install?HelloWorld

where <jxhost> is:
PG = grp1&PWD = passw/PEER = pName&SVC = jxSvcName

In alternative, if the jxCoAP client was previously bound to
a reference server, the request can be sent to the following
short jxURI : :
jxcoap : //install?HelloWorld

The request payload contains the source code of the JS app
to install:
app.root.onget = function(request){
request.respond(2.05, ”HelloWorld”); }

The server responds with a message confirming the installation. Now the client can start one or more instances of the
app by sending a CoAP POST requests with the jxURI:
jxcoap : // < jxhost > /install/HelloWorld?HelloW1

of the peers and each managed by a single server instance,
thus realizing the correct hierarchy in the access rights.
The real issue in this model is to ensure secure group communications, i.e., to avoid that unauthorized peers access
the messages belonging to a group. This property can be
achieved in a very simple way by leveraging on the features
provided by JXTA 2.7. However, some changes in JXTA
are anyway necessary, in order to add an efficient method for
managing private and public keys related to each peer belonging to a group. This is because the specifications for JXTA
2.7 [31] do not define any Certification Authority aimed to
store the public certificates of the group members.
In the networks based on JXTA, the creation of a new child
peergroup is performed by an rdv peer (named group owner ),
which runs the method newGroup() and publishes the related peergroup adv (PGAdv) within the parent group. First,
JXTA source code was modified so that the child PGAdv includes the PeerID and the X.509 certificate (public key) of
the group owner.
Second, the methods toWireExternal() and fromWireExternal() were modified in order to add the support for an AES128 encypher, thus encoding the output/input messages with
a Group Traffic Encryption Key (GTEK) (this has the same
role of the Traffic Encryption Key proposed in [13]). Therefore, only the peers that know the GTEK related to a group
can decode the related messages and can perform successfully the join operation. This choice allows to secure the JxActinium apps. In fact, as the runtime container is bound to
a jxCoAP server, only the peers that successfully joined the
same group can read and exploit the resources available in
the group. About the management of the keys, two modes
are available, i.e., Preshared key and Certificate-based. In
the first one, the GTEK is known “a-priori” by the authorized nodes. This is suitable to preserve data confidentiality
if the peer identity is secure.
The Certificate-based mode exploits the new version of PGAdv.
When a new member tries to join a child group, it reads the
PeerID and the X.509 Certificate of the group owner (from
the PGAdv found in the parent group) and sends its own
X.509 Certificate to the group owner, which in turn verifies
if the X.509 cert of the new potential member is contained in
its own jxta Keystore (which contains the certificates of all
the members authorized to join the group). If the check is
successful, both the group owner and the new member know
their respective public keys and can establish a TLS (Transport Layer Security) connection that will be used to send to
the new member the GTEK of the child group. Finally, the
new member uses the received GTEK key to complete the
join operation.

or:
jxcoap : //install/HelloWorld?HelloW1

5.

containing the name HelloW1 of the new app instance.

As JXTA is a protocol much heavier than UDP, it adds more
overhead to the CoAP messages. Hence, the first issue is to
determine if the larger overhead in bandwidth utilization
and the longer latencies in resource retrieving remain still
acceptable for the purposes of an IoT architecture aimed at
applications such as home automation or sensor data gathering. As JXTA exploits several MessageElements that are
encoded as XML documents, another point to clarify is the
effectiveness of an XML-compressor to reduce the network
overhead. For this reason, in this work JXTA 2.7 was modified to use OpenEXI [2], an open source implementation of

4.3

Security

The security model adopted by JxActinium assumes that
all the peers that were able to successfully join a peergroup
must be considered as trusted and authorized to use all the
resources provided by each jxCoAP server that is available
in the group. However, as several jxCoAP servers can be
instantiated on the same machine at the same time, it is
possible to create several groups, each reserved to a subset

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

the EXI+GZIP compression technology [24].

Table 1: Measured values for network overhead

It is important to clarify that the aim here is not to demonstrate that the performance of jxCoAP is better than the
one of UDP CoAP in the same conditions, as it is foreseeable
that the UDP CoAP requests will experience lower latency
times. Conversely, this work aims to show that the gap between the two protocols can be mantained within acceptable
limits, taking also into account that JXTA offers more functionalities and overcomes several limitations of UDP CoAP.

5.1

Network overhead

The first esperiment measures the additional overhead added
by the UDP header and by the structures of JXTA binary
format [1] to the payload data transmitted on the wire. A
set of N = 100 CoAP requests is sent to two CoAP servers
(which use JXTA and UDP, respectively) in two consecutive
trials. The overall number of bytes Φn.trx.bytes that are sent
to the server ports 5683 (for UDP) and 9701 (for JXTA) is
measured by Wireshark [23] (in the latter case, a filter for
JXTA messages is used so as to take in account only jxCoAP
messages). Next, a parameter named message overhead ratio
β is defined as:
Φn.trx.bytes
β=
−1
N Φpayload.size

(1)

where Φpayload.size is the average size of the payloads encapsulated in the messages. As the standard version of CoAP
is designed to work over UDP, if the payload is larger than
1024 bytes, CoAP automatically splits the message in several submessages, thus enabling the block-wise transfer mode
[6]. This determines further overhead, but it is consistent
with the choice of using a protocol with size-limited datagrams and of performing retransmission and reassembly of
out-of-order packets at the application level. Conversely, as
jxCoAP works over TCP, the block-wise transfer feature is
disabled in the relevant tests.
The def.(1) considers the additional overhead due to the
message segmentation in such conditions. If no block-wise
transfer is used, Φn.trx.bytes = N Φmsg.size and the def.(1)
can be rewritten as:
γ = (β + 1) =

Φn.trx.bytes
N Φpayload.size

=

Φmsg.size
Φpayload.size

(2)

where the message-on-wire-vs-payload size ratio γ = (β + 1)
is introduced. Moreover, the additional message overhead
∆m can be defined as:
Φn.trx.bytes
− Φpayload.size
N
(β + 1)N Φpayload.size
∆m =
− Φpayload.size
N
βΦpayload.size
∆m =

=

(3)

=

If γ < 1 (β < 0) the average size of the message on the wire
is smaller that the size of the payload (in such a case the
message overhead ∆m can be considered negative). This is
typical of the cases in which the payload size is reduced by
some compression algorithm. In such a case, the parameter
Γ = γ −1 can be considered as a measure of the compression
efficiency. If Γ > 1, the average size of the message on the
wire is smaller than the size of the payload.
The experiment is run in two trials. In the first one N =
100 CoAP requests are sent to two CoAP servers (based on

nBytes or XML items
10
100
1000
SumByteArray service
Φpayload.size (B)
10
100
1000
Φavg.msg.size (B)
UDP CoAP
85
175
1075
jxCoAP EXI+GZIP
841
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414097
478760
111845
416193
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0.270
1.005

JXTA and UDP, respectively) that provide a service named
SumOfBytesInTheArray.
Each POST request contains a payload consisting of B=10,
100, 1000 or 10000 bytes that are randomly chosen. The
servers compute the 32-bit sum of the values contained in
the payload and send the result in the CoAP response.
The second trial consists of sending N = 100 POST-requests
to a second service named SumOfValuesInXMLDoc. Each
request includes a payload consisting of a XML document
containing B = 10, 100, 1000, 10000 strings which represent
randomly determined double precision float numbers. Each
string is encapsulated in an XML element with an opening
and closing tag. The servers reply to the requests by sending
the sum of the values contained in the XML document. All
trials are performed using the Californium library for UDP
and the modified version for JXTA.
The Table 1 shows the values measured for the message-vspayload size ratio γ. In the first trial, the byte array payload
cannot be compressed, therefore EXI operates only on the
JXTA MessageElements dedicated to the internal functions
provided by the protocol. For small payloads, the γ values
for UDP CoAP are better (smaller) than the same for JxCoAP. However, when Φpayload.size increases, the difference
becomes smaller and for (Φpayload.size > 1000) the γ value
for UDP CoAP is even higher than one measured for JxCoAP without EXI (respectively 1.156 and 1.102). This is a
consequence of the inefficiency of UDP CoAP in bandwidth
utilisation when the block-wise transfer mode is enabled (i.e.,
with large payloads).
In the second trial, EXI operates both on the XML payload and on JXTA MessageElements. In such a case, JxCoAP+EXI can considerably outperform the standard version of UDP CoAP, even achieving a compression efficiency
Γ > 1. Moreover, even disabling EXI, JxCoAP outperforms
UDP CoAP when Φpayload.size ≥ 1000, thus confirming the
results of the first trial.

5.2

RTT measures

The second experiment compares the RTT (Round Trip Time)
of the Actinium services over UDP, JXTA and JXTA secure
peergroup. In the last case, a group secured by an AES-128
cryptographic scheme was deployed. The three implementations of the server are started and then four services (imple-
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mented in Javascript) are loaded by the REST-ful API: Fibonacci, Quicksort, Newton SquareRoot (these benchmarks
are the same used in [16]) and SumOfValuesInXMLDoc. The
first three benchmarks receive an integer n as input, contained in the payload of a POST request. The first service
returns to the client the n-th number of the Fibonacci sequence. In the second benchmark, the server randomly generates n double precision float numbers and sorts them using
the Quicksort algorithm; finally, a confirmation message is
sent to the requesting client. In the third benchmark, the
server internally generates n integer numbers and calculates
iteratively (8 times) their square roots; once completed, the
confirmation message is sent. The fourth benchmark, SumOfValuesInXMLDoc, is run using a XML document containing n double-precision float numbers.
The complexity classes of the services are respectively O(n2 ),
O(n · log(n)), O(n) and O(n). All tests were performed
using PCs equipped with CPU Phenom II X6 3.0 Ghz. The
server and the clients worked in single-core mode running
the OS Linux KUbuntu 14.10 and the JVM v.1.7.0-71 released by Oracle. In JXTA benchmarks, the server was
configured as rendezvous and the client was configured as
edge. Moreover,the EXI compressor was enabled both for
payload and for JXTA MessageElements. Fig. 3 shows the
RTT measured for the 4 benchmarks. The same measures
are reported in Fig. 4, in terms of performance factor (PF),
where P Fjxcoap = RT Tjxcoap /RT Tudp.coap . The RTT values measured for the Actinium JS services over JXTA are
higher than the ones measured over UDP. However, in several tests the RTT achieved by JxActinium is no more than 4
times the latency measured for UDP Actinium in the same
conditions. Consequently, the proposed solution appears to
be suitable for all tasks involving large payload transfers (as
content retrieval or multisensor control through XML documents) or when low latencies are not needed (smart metering, home automation, IoT data gathering). The additional
latency can be considered as an acceptable price if the support of hybrid networks is advantageous or mandatory for
the considered scenario.

Scalability measures

The last experiment measures the scalability of the JxAc-
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Figure 3: The average Round Trip Times (RTT)
measured for some benchmarks.
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Figure 4: The RTT performance factors measured
for some benchmarks.
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Figure 5: Scalability rates for JxActinium server.
(a) EXI Enabled; (b) EXI Disabled.

tinium server when multiple concurrent requests are issued
by several virtual clients. A group made up of a rdv master server and q = s ∗ v ∈ [10..70] virtual clients (vclients)
running over s = [1..7] slave personal computers is deployed
(each slave is configured as edge and runs 10 virtual clients).
All systems are connected through wired Ethernet. The
master server provides the 4 services Fibonacci, Quicksort,
Newton SquareRoot and SumOfValuesInXMLDoc. Each virtual client (running in a dedicated thread) sends some jxCoAP requests for T = 180s to the master server (using the
input parameter n = 25) and then waits for the response
before repeating the operation. Fig. 5 shows the response
frequency measured for each slave (all tests are repeated enabling and disabling the EXI compression). The Newton and
Quicksort benchmarks achieve the best performance when
multiple concurrent requests are submitted to the server,
whereas Fibonacci achieve the worst score (this is probably
a consequence of the Actinium JS interpreter slowness in
running recursive operations, a result already reported in
[16]). Moreover, enabling EXI determines a slightly lower
rate. Despite this, with or without EXI the JxActinium
server provides a response rate higher than 50 resp/s using
up to 30 virtual clients, for the Quicksort, Newton and SumOfValuesInXMLDoc services.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed jxActinium, a REST-ful runtime container allowing the loading, unloading and the execution by
remote clients of service applications written in Javascript.

JxActinium exploits a new version of CoAP, named jxCoAP,
devised to work over JXTA overlay network. By leveraging
on JXTA features, JxActinium and JxCoAP take advantage
of the support for hybrid networks, HTTP tunnelling and
nested peergroups, thus achieving a secure communication
among IoT devices. Moreover, JxCoAP provides a secure
delivery of multicast messages, thus overcoming a current
limitation of the DTLS protocol.
The experimental results show that the JxCoAP message
size can be mantained within acceptable limits, by using a
XML compressor such as EXI. The measured latencies for
JxActinium operations are often not larger than 4 times the
values measured for the same operations using the standard
version of Actinium for CoAP over UDP. This performance
is suitable for applications as content retrieving, IoT data
gathering, home automation and smart metering. Future
works will address a compression protocol aimed to further
improve the performance by reducing the required bandwidth and the latency, and a http-to-jxcoap gateway for the
integration of JXTA services into the Web.
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